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Tidal sensitivity of tectonic tremors in subduction zones
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Tectonic tremor, which is one of slow earthquakes occurring in subduction zones, have been known to be triggered by small
stress perturbation such as passing surface wave from distant earthquake and tidal stress. Tidal sensitivity of tremors can be
detected by investigating the frequency of tremor catalog, but more quantitative comparison gives us useful information. By
comparing tremor activity with calculated tidal stress on the plate interface, some previous studies estimate frictional property
on the plate interface, such as frictional parameter in rate and state friction (Tanaka et al., 2008), friction coefficient (Thomas et
al., 2012; Houston, 2015). Furthermore, recent studies reveal the relation between tremor rate and tidal stress is exponential (Ide
and Tanaka, 2014, Houston, 2015), which would represent the frictional property of plate interface. However, the analyses of
previous studies are limited to specific places in subduction zones. Hence in this study, we try to estimate the spatial variation of
tidal sensitivity in Nankai, Cascadia and Mexican subduction zones.
Tidal stress calculation includes both body tide and ocean tide. Tidal stress is converted to normal stress and shear stress on
the plate interface based on the local plate model and plate movement.
Tremor catalog is from Yabe and Ide (2014). We calculate tremor rate at each tidal stress level following Ide and Tanaka
(2014) and Houston (2015). Tidal sensitivity is calculated from this data using maximum likelihood method. The uncertainty of
estimated parameter is assessed as well.
In this study, we categorize tremors in the catalog into four types. Tremors occurring between major ETS episodes are
categorized into inter-ETS events. Tremors in ETS events are categorized into three categories (”early”, ”front”, and ”later” as
Houston, 2015). Spatial variations of tidal sensitivity for each type of tremors are estimated. Nankai and Cascadia subduction
zones have both ETS tremors and inter-ETS tremors, while tremors in Mexican subduction zone do not show significant alongstrike migration, and all tremors are categorized into inter-ETS tremors.
As for tremors in ETS, early tremor and later tremor show high sensitivity in Nankai subduction zone, while front tremor does
not. In Cascadia, only after tremor does show tidal sensitivity. The absence of tidal sensitivity in early tremor in Cascadia is
considered to be due to the smaller amplitude of tidal stress and/or stronger coupling of slow earthquake region. In the front
period, stress perturbation due to SSE slip would be larger than tidal stress, and tidal sensitivity disappears. After the SSE front
passes, plate interface get weakened, and strong tidal sensitivity will appear. Comparing with the amplitude of tremors estimated
by Yabe and Ide (2014), tidal sensitivity tends to increase from early tremors to later tremors where the amplitude of front tremors
is large. Because the amplitude of tremors is proportional to moment rate (Ide and Yabe, 2014), this observation is consistent
with the interpretation presented above. Tidal sensitivity also tends to be higher in shorter duration tremors, which is defined as
the half value width of tremor envelope. Considering the tremor model by Ando et al. (2010, 2012) and Nakata et al. (2011),
shorter duration might imply smaller tremor patch, which would not endure higher strain accumulation than larger tremor patch,
resulting in higher tidal sensitivity.
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